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Abstract 

Analysing Seasonal Snow Cover Trends and Patterns on Svalbard 

Dhruv Maniktala 

 
Rapid warming in the Arctic is highly impacting the cryosphere in the region, causing melting of the 

sea ice, retreat of glaciers and reduction in the snow cover. If suffering further temperature increase, 

the albedo of the region would reduce due to higher absorption of the solar radiation in snow-free areas. 

The variations in seasonal snow cover in Arctic regions can impact a lot of things including the 

ecosystem, biodiversity, hydrological cycle, and many other physical processes. Therefore, it is 

beneficial to have the knowledge of processes determining the snow distribution and to understand the 

trends and patterns of the seasonal snow cover. 

In this project, seasonal snow cover trends and patterns have been studied for a 30-year period from 

1991 to 2020 using a newly developed reanalysis dataset called Copernicus Arctic Regional 

Reanalysis (CARRA). A validation of the CARRA data set has been done for the snow depth using 

point observation data from the Norwegian weather stations and a visual snow cover comparison using 

Sentinel-2 remote sensing data. Thereafter, interannual variability in day of snow disappearance, day 

of snow onset, duration of snow-free period, and maximum snow depth have been analysed and these 

trends are then discussed in detail. 

The results show that for the most non-glaciated regions in Svalbard, the snow onset is happening 

later in the winter season while the day of snow disappearance is arriving earlier in the spring. 

Consequently, the duration of snow-free period has increased in almost all regions of Svalbard except 

a few sites where the duration of the snow free-period has decreased most likely due to local climatic 

factors. These factors can be better understood by incorporating meteorological elements like 

precipitation, air temperature and wind speed. Overall, the CARRA reanalysis dataset is very good in 

determining snow cover trends in non- glaciated regions of Svalbard and with some updates and 

modifications, it might be able to determine snow cover for the glaciated regions in future. 
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Popular Science Summary 

 
Analysing Seasonal Snow Cover Trends and Patterns on Svalbard 

Dhruv Maniktala 
 

Rapid warming in the Arctic is highly impacting the cryosphere in the region, causing melting of the 

sea ice, retreat of glaciers and reduction in the snow cover. If the temperatures further increase, the 

ability to reflect the incoming radiation of the region would reduce due to higher absorption of the 

solar radiation in darker, exposed, snow-free areas. The variations in seasonal snow cover in Arctic 

regions can impact a lot of things including the ecosystem, biodiversity, hydrological cycle, and many 

other physical processes. Therefore, it is beneficial to have the knowledge of processes determining 

the snow distribution and to understand the trends and patterns of the seasonal snow cover. 

In this thesis, seasonal snow cover trends and patterns have been studied for a 30-year period from 

1991 to 2020 using a newly developed reanalysis dataset called Copernicus Arctic Regional 

Reanalysis (CARRA). A validation of the CARRA data set has been done for the snow depth using 

point observation data from the Norwegian weather stations and a visual snow cover comparison using 

Sentinel-2 remote sensing data. Thereafter, interannual variability in day of snow disappearance, day 

of snow onset, duration of snow-free period, and maximum snow depth have been analysed and these 

trends are then discussed in detail. 

The results show that for the most non-glaciated regions in Svalbard, the snow onset is happening 

later in the winter season while the day of snow disappearance is arriving earlier in the spring. 

Consequently, the duration of snow-free period has increased in almost all regions of Svalbard except 

a few sites where the duration of the snow free-period has decreased most likely due to local climatic 

factors. These factors can be better understood by incorporating meteorological elements like 

precipitation, air temperature and wind speed. Overall, the CARRA reanalysis dataset is very good in 

determining snow cover trends in non- glaciated regions of Svalbard and with some updates and 

modifications, it might be able to determine snow cover for the glaciated regions in future. 
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1. Introduction 

The Arctic temperature has been warming rapidly as compared to the global temperatures in the last 

few decades (AMAP 2021), and these changes in the temperatures are best evidenced by 

understanding the changes in the elements of cryosphere like seasonal snow cover, glaciers, sea ice, 

and permafrost; and their sensitivity to the meteorological parameters of the warming climate which is 

induced by natural processes like ice albedo feedback (Serreze et al. 2009) as well as anthropogenic 

processes (Zhang et al. 2012). This phenomenon of rapid Arctic warming and sea ice retreat because 

of the ice albedo feedback processes is also known as Arctic amplification (Serreze et al. 2009; 

Bintanja et al. 2011; Previdi et al. 2021). 

In addition to the impact of Arctic amplification on melting sea ice and glaciers, in recent years, a 

major focus has been observed on the snowfall and snow cover in the Arctic region as well (Callaghan et 

al. 2011). The ability to be able to reflect up to 90% of the incoming solar radiation, i.e. the high albedo, 

makes snow cover a significant climate system component (Vickers et al. 2021). In high Arctic regions 

with cold climate, snow also acts as an important insulator as it prevents the freezing of underlying soil 

and vegetation (Vickers et al. 2021). However, impact on the cryospheric elements have been quite 

prominent in recent decades due to warming of the global climate. Retreating glaciers and loss of snow 

cover and sea ice results in the reduction of the surface albedo which in turn increases the absorption of 

incoming solar radiation (Matsumura et al. 2014). When there is less seasonal snow cover, the zone 

with permanent snow becomes smaller which also accelerates the glacier melt. This also is an albedo 

effect as more of the “dark” glacier ice gets exposed for a longer period of time absorbing more solar 

radiation (Van Pelt and Kohler. 2015). 

Situated in the high Arctic, the Norwegian archipelago Svalbard is covered with glaciers to such a 

large extent that 57% of the total land area of Svalbard is covered by glaciers (Nuth et al. 2012). On 

Svalbard, snow cover is influenced by many meteorological factors like air temperature, precipitation, 

and wind- driven snow distribution (Callaghan et al. 2011). To understand the impact of the warming 

Arctic on the snow cover, trends of the factors like snowfall, snow depth, seasonal and temporal 

variability in the timing of onset and disappearance of snow (Bindoff et al. 2013) and trends of snow 

cover duration need to be investigated. 

Previous studies by Van Pelt et al. (2016, 2019) and Vickers et al. (2020) have shown that the 

trends in early snow disappearance on large parts of Svalbard have been observed as a response to the 

warming climate. Winther et al. (2003) also presents an extensive overview of snow research in 

Svalbard up to 2003. Due to the Arctic warming, rain-on-snow (ROS) events during the winters have 

become more frequent which effects the insulating properties of the snowpack, thereby causing the 

icing of the underlaying ground and vegetation (Hansen et al. 2011). The population growth rate of the 

herbivores (e.g., Svalbard Reindeer) in the Arctic is found to be on a decline as the icing of the ground 

ceases the access to their food in the winters (Hansen et al. 2011). 
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In recent years, the quantifiable snow data has been extensively collected using a variety of 

instruments and tools. Apart from the advanced satellite imagery and remote sensing methods, other 

sources of snow monitoring data include glacier mass balance stakes, snow pit profiling, 

meteorological stations, ice core measurements and radar profiles (Armstrong et al. 2008 and Van Pelt 

et al. 2016). Most of the sources and methods mentioned above are point measurement sources and 

some of these are able to provide long term continuous datasets unlike the remote sensing products 

which can provide data only during the time period with low to minimum cloud coverage (Osuch et al. 

2017). 

Nevertheless, remote sensing products are equally important in monitoring the spatial and temporal 

trends of snow cover and are also helpful in making observations like the trends of timing of snow 

onset and disappearance. In late 2021, a new reanalysis satellite product called the Copernicus Arctic 

Regional Reanalysis (CARRA) data, was released by the Copernicus Climate Services (C3S). This 

dataset has been created by combining the past data from the satellites and the ground-based 

instruments – along with an atmospheric model to give a detailed picture of the European Arctic 

Climate in the last three decades from 1991- 2021 (Yang, 2020). While developing the dataset, extra 

effort has been made to ensure that CARRA provides good quality data for the cold surface regions of 

the European Arctic - including glaciers, sea ice and snow cover (Yang, 2020). 

1.1 Purpose of the Thesis 

In this project, recently developed and freely available CARRA data has been used to study the spatial 

and temporal trends of the snow cover on Svalbard from 1991 to 2020. The CARRA dataset is a 

reanalysis product created by a combination and integration of data and observations from different 

sources, therefore a first step validation has been done to understand the quality and accuracy of the 

data. For validation, the snow depth obtained from the CARRA dataset has been compared with point 

observations from the Norwegian meteorological stations located on Svalbard at different sites. For a 

spatial comparison, the snow cover maps for Svalbard generated using the CARRA data have been 

visually compared to the high- resolution Sentinel-2 images during the time frame from 2016 to 2021. 

After the validation, long term seasonal snow cover analysis has been done on Svalbard from 1991 

to 2020 using the CARRA data. To achieve this objective, statistical and graphical analysis of the 

CARRA data set has been done by using MATLAB. Maps and graphs have been generated to study 

the trends like interannual variability in the snow cover fraction, the snow-free duration, the maximum 

snow depth and timing of onset and appearance of snow in different parts of Svalbard. 

1.2 Objectives of the Thesis 

The specific objectives of the thesis are: 

a) First step validation of CARRA dataset using data from the Norwegian weather stations and 

the Sentinel-2 satellite images 

b) Long term seasonal snow cover analysis using CARRA 
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2. Background 

To understand the variations in the trends of snow cover, it is important to know some of the key 

meteorological parameters that influence the snow cover on Svalbard like precipitation, air 

temperature, relative humidity, and air pressure. These parameters (except precipitation) have also 

been assimilated in the CARRA data production and therefore it is important to focus on 

understanding the basic concepts about these parameters, which is discussed in this chapter. 

On Svalbard, the progression of the seasonal snowpack is highly dependent on the temperature and 

precipitation conditions as they affect the accumulation amount, the melt rate, and the exchange of 

moisture (Van Pelt et al. 2016). Another important factor impacting the accumulation of snow is the 

wind and its interaction with the topography, causing redistribution of snow due to drifting processes 

on local scales (Jaedicke and Gauer 2005; Sauter et al. 2013; Van Pelt et al. 2014). Moreover, the 

duration of the snow- free period tends to fluctuate due to the interannual variations in temperature and 

precipitation trends which directly impacts the melting of snow in spring/summer and accumulation of 

snow in the autumn/winters (Van Pelt et al. 2016). 

Over the past few decades, several observations have been made regarding the significantly 

changing snow cover which have been associated with the rising temperatures and precipitation in the 

form of rainfall (Osuch et al. 2017). These snow cover changes include the decreased duration of the 

seasonal snow cover and reduced maximum snow depth (Osuch et al. 2017). Along with this, later 

onset of snow due to warming in the autumn, earlier disappearance of seasonal snow and the shifting of 

the equilibrium line altitude (ELA) of the perennial snow, all have shown upward trends (Van Pelt et al. 

2016; 2019) and acceleration of these trends is projected in the coming decades (Van Pelt et al. 2021) 

A previous study by Vickers et al (2020), presents a 20-year time series of the snow cover fraction 

on Svalbard Archipelago using MODIS (Moderate Resolutions Imaging Spectroradiometer) which 

investigates the timing of disappearance of snow every season, also known as the first snow free day 

(FSFD). 
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3. Study Area 
 
 

Figure 1. Overview of Svalbard Archipelago. The Norwegian meteorological stations are indicated by green 

dots in the map. Map data is obtained from Norwegian Polar Institute 
 

This thesis focuses on the Norwegian archipelago – Svalbard, which is situated between the latitudes 

74 to 81 degrees and longitudes 10 to 35 degrees. This means that the archipelago approximately lies 

between the North Pole and the northernmost point of mainland Norway (Vickers et al. 2020). Being 

this far up North, Svalbard also experiences two geographic phenomena for a long part of the year; 

the midnight sun and the polar nights (Vickers et al. 2020).  

Svalbard comprises nine main islands and its total area is approximately 61,000 km2 (Vickers et al. 

2020). Almost 55% to 60% of total area of Svalbard is glaciated, while barren rocks and vegetation 
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covers the rest of the area (Vickers et al. 2020). 

The climate close to the western coast of Svalbard experiences milder (than other places at similar 

latitudes) temperatures because of the Western Spitsbergen Current carrying warm waters northwards 

from the Atlantic Ocean (Vickers et al. 2020). Mean annual temperatures, as observed from the 

meteorological stations, for a period of 2000-2019, lie in a range of -6.1 °C to 0 °C. For the same 

location and period, the mean annual precipitation was in the range of 142.1mm to 310mm (Vickers et 

al. 2020). Cyclonic activity on Svalbard, which is at its peak in autumn and winter, brings the 

maximum amounts of snowfall. Along the North Atlantic storm track, this cyclonic activity increases 

during the autumn and winter which causes the seasonal variations in precipitation cycle (Tsukernik et 

al. 2007; Sorteberg & Walsh. 2008; Osuch & Wawrzyniak. 2017). 

The temperature increases and sea ice losses have been quite fast where the Svalbard archipelago is 

located as the Arctic is warming up much faster than rest of the planet (Descamps et al. 2017). The 

combination of warm currents from the North Atlantic and the sea ice encompassing Svalbard makes 

the sea one of the most important factors governing the local climate on the archipelago (Day et al. 

2012; Killie et al. 2021). 

4. Data and Methods 

4.1 Data Acquisition 

4.1.1 CARRA Data 

The CARRA data have been created by combining the observational data from satellites and ground-

based instruments, along with an atmospheric model. The main objective of the Copernicus climate 

change services (C3S) to create the CARRA data set was to provide models and data for climate 

monitoring to the European community. This product uses assimilation of multiple generations of the 

“ERA” which is a global atmospheric reanalysis product of European Center for Medium-Range 

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). Since warming in the Arctic regions is more prominent than at the 

lower latitudes, C3S has developed and included an Arctic regional reanalysis product within the main 

global reanalysis product which will allow users to understand the changing climate and weather 

conditions in the Arctic. 

    A mesoscale Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) model system has been developed specifically 

so that Arctic regional reanalysis product could be included in the C3S services (Bengtsson et al, 

2017). This NWP system, along with a series of extensions and adaptations, is called HARMONIE-

AROME, and is the basis for the CARRA reanalysis system (Bengtsson et al, 2017), which focuses on 

the European Arctic region at a grid resolution of 2.5km. There are two domains in the European 

Arctic; East and West, over which the reanalysis is performed. The western domain (CARRA-West) 

covers Greenland and Iceland and uses the same model system as the ones used by the forecasting 

systems at Icelandic Meteorological Office (IMO) and the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) 

(Yang, 2020). The eastern domain (CARRA-East) covers Northern Scandinavia and Svalbard and for 
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the Arctic forecasting, it uses the same NWP system as the one used by the Norwegian 

Meteorological Institute (MET) (Yang, 2020). 

 

Figure 2. Boundaries of western and eastern reanalysis domains of the CARRA data set. Image source: 

©Copernicus Climate Change Services 

For modelling the snow amount and the presence of snow on ground, a one-layer snow scheme has 

been used in the HARMONIE-AROME 40h1.1.1 version (Douville et al, 1995), where the main 

variables obtained are snow density, snow albedo and snow water equivalent (SWE). The SWE data is 

adjusted to observed snow depth data which is obtained by the conventional snow depth point 

observations. The frequency of data varies from country to country and station to station. For the 

regions outside the European continent but within the CARRA domain, like Greenland, Svalbard and 

Iceland, the conventional observations are very limited and therefore, data sets from satellite snow 

observation have been used for the CARRA. This satellite data has been obtained from the Advanced 

Very High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensor on board the Metop satellites. The daily 

multichannel images obtained by the AVHRR are used by an algorithm which classifies the pixels as 

snow covered, partially snow covered or snow free (Yang, 2020). However, CARRA dataset is not 

capable of describing snow depth changes on glaciers, as values are manually reset to 10 m SWE 

every year. This is done to avoid model errors in the algorithm because the current version of 

HARMONIE-AROME lacks a glacier ice model hence the glacier surface should be permanently 

snow covered (Mottram et al. 2017) 

The snow depth water equivalent and snow density data have been downloaded at a daily resolution 

for the years 1991 to 2021. These files have been acquired in the NetCDF format from the CARRA 

website. The dataset is available in two domains: East and West, for the European Arctic Regional 

Reanalysis data. For this project, data from the Eastern Domain has been selected which includes 

Svalbard, Franz Josef Land, Novaya Zemlya, Barents Sea, and the Northern Parts of Norwegian Sea 
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and Northern Scandinavia (Yang, 2020). 

4.1.2 NCCS Data 

Weather station and meteorological data from Svalbard has been acquired from the website of 

Norwegian Centre for Climate Services (NCCS). The NCCS, which is a collaboration between the 

Norwegian Meteorological Institute and the Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate, 

provides meteorological and hydrological data for research purposes, study of past climatic conditions 

and future climate projections. The data for different meteorological or hydrological parameters can 

be freely downloaded from their website at different time resolutions like hours, days months, 

seasons, or years. Daily snow-depth and temperature data for three different weather stations has been 

downloaded from the start of the observations to 2021 as they have been used for the validation of the 

CARRA data for that time frame. 

4.1.3 Sentinel-2 Data 

Sentinel-2 remote sensing data has been downloaded from the Sentinel hub Earth Observation 

browser. Several satellite images are downloaded covering parts of central Svalbard from 2016 to 

2021. The list of dates for which the images are downloaded is given on page 12. The pre-produced 

FCC (False Colour Composite) images on the EO browser have been selected as snow-covered 

regions are very distinctly visible in these images. 

4.2 Data Preparation 

4.2.1 CARRA Data 

The snow water equivalent (mm w.e.) and the snow density data from CARRA is downloaded in 

NetCDF format for the all the grid points in the Eastern Domain. Firstly, the NetCDF file is read by 

writing a command in MATLAB which allows us to view the contents of the file. Then, the variables 

like longitude, latitude, timestamp have been individually loaded. The time stamp had to be converted 

to year-month-day format from the default format which was Gregorian calendar. For the whole 

eastern domain, there were 789 by 989 grid points and thousands of timestamps as the data had been 

downloaded for a daily time resolution. Hence, it was quite difficult to load the snow depth water 

equivalent and the snow density data as the file size was too big. Therefore, the latitude and longitude 

variables were cropped using the mask function and smaller latitude-longitude variables were created 

with a range of 76 to 81 degrees latitude and 10 to 30 degrees longitude. This brought the grid points 

down to 280 by 272, which was sufficient to cover whole of Svalbard and became much easier to work 

with. The snow depth water equivalent data was then divided by the snow density data which gave us 

a new data set with snow depth in meters. 

4.2.2 NCCS Data 

The snow depth data (cm) from the Norwegian Centre for Climate Services has been downloaded from 
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the year of availability to 2021 for three different meteorological stations at a daily time resolution. The 

names and coordinates of these weather stations is given in Table 1. The snow depth data has been 

downloaded in .xls format and was loaded in MATLAB as time-tables. 

Table 1. Name, location, elevation, and data collection start day of the Norwegian Meteorological Stations 
 

S.No. Name Start Date Latitude Longitude Height (m asl) 

1 Hornsund 01-11-1995 77.0002 15.5353 10 

2 Ny-Ålesund 01-01-2009 78.9218 11.9325 8 

3 Svalbard Lufthavn 01-01-1991 78.2453 15.5015 28 

4.3 Validation 

To validate the accuracy of the CARRA data, the snow depth data from the meteorological stations 

have been compared to the snow depth data generated using the CARRA data for the above-mentioned 

stations. These datasets are compared from the start of observations to 2021. To be able to make this 

comparison, CARRA data had to be extracted and plotted for the grid points closest to the location of 

these weather stations which has also been performed by writing a few lines of code in MATLAB. 

Once these grid points closest to the weather stations are identified, a time series has been plotted for 

the snow depth (m) for these locations from 1991 to 2020. Similarly, the snow depth data from the 

meteorological stations is first divided by 100 (so that the unit is meters), then plotted, and then both 

the data sets have been compared and the trends in seasonal variations in the snow depth has been 

observed for these weather station locations. 

To better view the correlation, these two data sets have been synchronized to a common timetable 

and then compared against each other using a scatter plot. A linear fit has then been applied to the plot 

to see how well the two datasets agree. Furthermore, statistics like correlation coefficient, root mean 

square error and the bias between the two data sets have been calculated. 

To do a spatial validation of CARRA data for the whole Svalbard, Sentinel-2 satellite products have 

been used. Cloud free Sentinel-2 images have been downloaded for multiple days for the years 2016 

to 2021 in FCC (false colour composite) format for central and southern Svalbard. A list of dates for 

which these images have been downloaded is given below. To be able to compare these images to the 

CARRA dataset, snow-cover maps from the SWE data, using a threshold of 5 mm w.e., have been 

generated in MATLAB. Snow cover maps of Svalbard have been generated for the same dates as the 

Sentinel-2 images and an optical comparison has been made between the two. A quantitative analysis 

of snow cover using Sentinel- 2 was not possible for this project as it involves algorithms and climate 

models to differentiate snow from the cloud cover. 

List of dates for which Sentinel-2 satellite images have been downloaded: 

• 10-07-2016 

• 23-08-2016 
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• 02-08-2017 

• 17-09-2017 

• 30-07-2018 

• 28-07-2019 

• 30-07-2020 

• 26-06-2021 

4.4 Snow Cover Analysis 

For the snow cover analysis on Svalbard using the CARRA data, the first step was to see the 

interannual variation in the snow cover fraction (SCF) on Svalbard for which a time series of 30 years 

(1991 to 2020) has been generated. To calculate the SCF, for each day in this 30-year time span, the 

sum of all the grid points on Svalbard with snow cover were divided by the total number of grid 

points on Svalbard using a for-loop which provided us with a SCF for each day. 

Snow cover fraction on Svalbard gives a general idea about the variability in the snow cover but to 

do a more in-depth analysis, some derived variables have also been studied including the date of snow 

onset, date of snow disappearance, duration of the snow free period and the maximum snow depth. 

Snow disappearance date is the first day without snow (or rather below some pre-set threshold) in a 

year, while the snow onset date is the first day of a permanent snow cover in the remainder of the 

year. Hence, any snowfall and melt events in summer will not have an impact on the onset and 

disappearance dates. To understand and generate these trends, two new variables have been generated 

using the CARRA snow depth data in MATLAB. These variables are providing us with the day of 

snow onset and day of snow disappearance (in DOY) for every grid point on Svalbard for each year 

from 1991 to 2020. Once these variables are generated, day of snow disappearance is subtracted from 

the day of snow onset which gives us the snow-free duration (i.e. the period between the dates of snow 

disappearance and onset) in number of days. Using MATLAB, a variable for maximum snow depth 

has been created as well. 

Apart from knowing the variability in the timing of onset and disappearance of snow and the 

duration of snow free period, trends in these variations have also been calculated as they can give us an 

idea about how sensitive snow cover has been to the warming climate in three decades and how the 

day of onset and disappearance of snow have been shifting in the year. To get these trends, a linear fit 

has been applied to the grid points in the day of snow onset variable for all 30 years which gives 

provides us with a 30-year trend at each location in the units days per year. Similar steps have been 

used to make trend maps for day of snow disappearance, snow-free duration and for maximum snow 

depth. 
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5. Results and Discussion 

5.1 Validation 

5.1.1 Snow Depth 

The snow depth observations from the Norwegian meteorological weather stations at different 

locations and elevations have been used to validate the snow depth obtained from the CARRA 

dataset. The time series of snow depth observations at these weather stations is shown in Figure 3. 

Along with this, the time series of snow depth from the CARRA data at these locations is also 

presented from 1991 to 2020 in the same figure. 

 

 

Figure 3. 30-year time series of snow depth from observation data and CARRA data at three weather 

stations; Hornsund, Ny-Ålesund, and Svalbard Lufthavn 

Table 2. Correlation coefficient, RMSE and bias between the observed snow depth data and the CARRA 

snow depth data 

 

Weather station Correlation 

Coefficient 

Root mean square 

error (m) 

Bias (m) 

Hornsund 0.7443 0.0728 -0.0613 

Ny-Ålesund 0.5796 0.1449 -0.1462 

Svalbard Lufthavn 0.4607 0.0772 -0.0185 
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Figure 4. Scatter plot between observed snow depth data and the CARRA snow depth data at different 

weather stations. 
 

The snow depth data from the weather stations has been used to validate the snow depth data derived 

from the SWE and snow density data, which are the products of the CARRA datasets. The snow depth 

data for the Hornsund weather station goes back to 1995 and shows a good continuity in the 

observations all the way to 2020. The trends in the snow depth, when compared to the CARRA data 

set, seems quite similar as seen in the 30-year time series presented above in Figure 3. For Ny-Ålesund 

and Svalbard Lufthavn weather stations, the snow depth observation data is continuously available only 

from 2009, but the trends are again quite like the trends of the snow depth data from CARRA. 

Although the trends for the snow depth are similar for both the data sets, CARRA data set shows a 

tendency to underestimate the snow depth for certain years, especially for the Ny-Ålesund weather 

station where it continuously underestimates the snow depth from 2009 to 2014 (Bias for Ny-Ålesund 

in Table 2). Since all three sites are located at the coast, the amounts of precipitation is generally low 

here and a small precipitation bias directly has a large relative impact on the snow depth. In general, 

the uncertainty is high since mean of 2.5x2.5 km gridded fields from the CARRA model are being 

compared to the point observation data from the weather stations. Nevertheless, the correlation 

coefficient and the RMSE values as obtained by linear fitting suggests a moderate positive correlation 

between these two data sets for the Hornsund weather station. For the weather stations at Ny-Ålesund 

and Svalbard Lufthavn, based on the correlation coefficient and RMSE values, the correlation seems 

to be not the strong and rather on the lower side. 

5.1.2 Snow cover comparison with Sentinel-2 data 

For the spatial validation of the snow cover maps of Svalbard, generated from the CARRA data set, a 

comparison has been made with the Sentinel-2 satellite images of Svalbard during the season with 

partial snow cover, which is roughly from June to September. The snow cover comparison here 

concentrates only on the non-glaciated areas of Svalbard. The snow-cover maps have been created for 

6 years starting from 2016 to 2021 because the Sentinel-2 images are only available from 2016 and 

the CARRA data set is available only until 30th June 2021. Figures 5 to 8 below show the comparison 
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between the Sentinel-2 products and the CARRA generated snow cover maps for the same region of 

Svalbard. 

 

Figure 5. Visual comparison of CARRA generated snow cover maps with Sentinal-2 images over Svalbard for 

the dates 10th July 2016 and 23rd August 2016. Snow-covered and snow free regions are represented with yellow 

and blue colors respectively in the CARRA generated maps. 

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the Sentinel-2 images from 10th July 2016 and 23rd August 2016 to 

the CARRA snow cover maps. It can be observed that the CARRA generated maps represent the snow-

covered region and snow-free region with yellow and blue colours respectively. In the non-glaciated 

regions, in the central part of the map shown in the figure 5 above, the CARRA data seems to represent 

snow-free regions quite accurately. Also, an increase in the snow-free region can be observed from July 

2016 to August 2016. The glaciated regions in both the months are represented with 100 percent snow 

cover by the CARRA generated snow cover maps since it is inherent to CARRA data which assume 10 

m w.e. of snow for entire glacier areas. Similarly, in figure 6, the CARRA generated snow-cover maps 

have been compared with Sentinel-2 images from 2nd August 2017 and 17th September 2017. In these 

maps, it can be observed that in the non-glaciated region in the center, the snow-free region is well 

captured in August 2017 and a decrease in the snow-free region can be observed in the map from 

September 2017 which indicates (first few) snowfall events at the start of the cold season on Svalbard. 
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Figure 6. Visual comparison of CARRA generated snow cover maps with Sentinal-2 images over Svalbard for 

the dates 2nd August 2017 and 19th September 2017. 

Similarly in Figures 7 and 8, snow cover maps generated by CARRA are compared with the Sentinel-

2 images from July 2018, July 2019, July 2020, and June 2021. As observed in the years 2016 and 

2017, these maps show similar trends with snow cover being well detected in the non-glaciated regions 

and since they are being analyzed for the same time of the year, the snow cover maps appear almost 

the same for 2018, 2019 and 2020. Although, for 2021, the snow cover map has been compared to a 

Sentinel-2 image from June 2021 as the CARRA data is available only until 30th June 2021. For this 

specific case, the non- glaciated region in central Svalbard is still partly snow covered in the early 

melt season as observed in the Sentinel-2 image in the bottom right panel of Figure 8. The snow cover 

map seems to almost record the snow cover data precisely for this non-glaciated region. 
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Figure 7. Visual comparison of CARRA generated snow cover maps with Sentinal-2 images over Svalbard for 

the dates 30th July 2018 and 28th July 2019. 

 

 

Figure 8. Visual comparison of CARRA generated snow cover maps with Sentinal-2 images over Svalbard for 

the dates 30th July 2020 and 26th June 2021. 
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5.2 CARRA Snow Cover Data Analysis 

The snow depth validation done at the weather stations showed a moderate positive correlation for the 

Hornsund weather station and a low positive correlation for the Ny-Ålesund and Svalbard Lufthavn 

weather stations. For a spatial validation, the Sentinel-2 products have been used to get preliminary 

idea of the accuracy of the CARRA data by visual comparison. As observed above, the CARRA 

dataset seems to be quite precise when detecting snow cover in the non-glaciated regions (which are 

not permanently covered with snow throughout the year). However, CARRA dataset is not capable of 

describing snow depth changes on glaciers, as values are manually reset to 10 m SWE every year. This 

is done to avoid model errors in the algorithm because the current version of HARMONIE-AROME 

lacks a glacier ice model hence the glacier surface should be permanently snow covered (Mottram et al. 

2017). 

Nevertheless, the snow cover fraction for Svalbard has been calculated for 30 years (1991-2020) 

and a time series has been generated (Figure 9). This SCF time series allows us to see the interannual 

variability in snow cover on Svalbard. It is interesting to observe that for almost each year, the SCF 

never goes below 50 percent which means more than half the area of Svalbard is snow covered 

throughout the year. This could be a result of the overestimation of snow cover by the CARRA 

product as algorithm for detecting snow cover does not consider potential melting of seasonal snow 

on glaciers. Hence, the glacier area in Svalbard (~55%) defines the minimum snow cover fraction in 

the CARRA dataset. 

 

Figure 9. Time series showing interannual variations in the CARRA generated snow cover fraction (SCF) on 

Svalbard from 1991 to 2020. 

 

It can be observed in the time series that for most of the years, the snow cover fraction for the winters 

is almost close to 100 percent throughout the season. But in the recent years, especially from 2015 to 
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2019, there are some very prominent melting events late in the winter season. Also, it is interesting to 

observe some high precipitation events followed by rapid melting in the summer seasons in 2015, 

2016 and 2019. Summertime snowfall events happen every year, but they are mostly local as only a 

small fraction of the area in Svalbard is affected. 

For the better understanding of the modelled snow cover from CARRA data set, maps of mean 

snow onset day have been generated for every year to understand the interannual variability in the 

timing on onset of snow during 1991-2020. A map for mean of day of snow onset for all 30 years has 

also been produced (Figure 10) which gives us a general idea about timing of snow onset in different 

regions of Svalbard. 

 

Figure 10. Map of day of snow onset on Svalbard; a 30-year mean from 1991 to 2020 

 

As seen in the figure 10, the average day of snow onset for 30 years, for the northern and north-eastern 

part of Svalbard is around day 250 to 260, which corresponds to early to middle September. The DOY 

starts to increase towards the southern and the south-western parts of Svalbard where the snow first 

appears around DOY 280 to 320 which corresponds to mid-October to mid-November. In some places 

along the south- western coasts of Svalbard, the DOY for snow onset lies between 320 and 360, which 

is quite late in the year. 

    In the figures 11, 12, and 13, the “mean day of snow onset” maps are presented for every year from 

1991 – 2020. The variability in the timing of snow onset on Svalbard can be observed here very clearly. 
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For some years (1992, 1996, 2010, 2016, 2020), the DOY of snow onset, even in the northern and 

north-eastern parts of Svalbard, is somewhere between the days 300 and 320 which corresponds to late 

October to mid- November. On the south-western coast of Svalbard, the DOY of snow onset lies 

between 320 and 360 for several years like 1993, 1996, 2000, 2002, 2009 and from 2014 to 2018. 

 

Figure 11. Yearly maps showing day of snow onset on Svalbard from 1991 to 2000. 

 

 

Figure 12. Yearly maps showing day of snow onset on Svalbard from 2001 to 2010. 
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Figure 13. Yearly maps showing day of snow onset on Svalbard from 2011 to 2020. 

 

The maps presented in the figures 11 to 13 help us understand the variations in the timing of snow 

onset in different regions of Svalbard. Although, it does not provide much clarity if there is a positive 

or a negative trend in the snow onset timing. For a better clarity, a map of relative trends of snow onset 

has been prepared (Figure 14). This map gives us an idea about how much shift there is in number of 

days in the onset of snow. In the northern and north-eastern part of Svalbard, the average trend is 

positive and lies in the range of 0.5 to 1.5 days per year. And since this map shows 30-year trend 

average, 0.5 to 1.5 days per year means a delay in the snow onset by 15 to 45 days in 30 years. At some 

locations on the western coast, and central Svalbard, the trend is extreme and is close to 2.5 days per 

year which means a delay of almost 75 days in 30 years. 

It is interesting to observe that the trend is not just positive, in some regions, there is a negative 

trend as well. In central Svalbard, a small region on the coast of a fjord shows a negative trend in the 

day of snow onset. As per the map, the trend suggests that the snow is arriving earlier here in the range 

of 0.5 to 1.5 days per year. It is hard to determine the reason for this anomaly and since these values 

are based on a 30-year average, but it can be speculated that these were some extreme events of early 

snow arrival for just a few years out of 30 years. This could also be a local climatic phenomenon in 

this specific region and could be a result of rapid melting of the sea-ice in the fjord, causing earlier 

precipitation in the region. Overall, the trend for day of snow onset has been positive in Svalbard in 

last 30 years, meaning that the snow is appearing later every year which seems realistic as a response 

to the faster warming in the Arctic region in the past few decades. 
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Figure 14. Map showing relative trend of snow onset in different regions of Svalbard from 1991-2020 

 

Like the maps for mean day of snow onset, maps for day of snow disappearance (Figures 16, 17, 18) 

have also been prepared for a 30-year period spanning between 1991 and 2020. Figure 15 represents a 

map of mean of day of snow disappearance for 30 years (1991-2020). In the northern, north-eastern, 

eastern, and in some parts of central Svalbard, the snow, on average, starts to disappear between the 

days 160 to 200 which corresponds to mid-June to mid-July. 

In some parts of south-western and the western Svalbard, the snow starts to disappear somewhere 

between the days 80 and 140 which means between mid-March and mid-May. It is interesting to 

observe this as precipitation and snow accumulation goes on until end of April sometimes, but in 

these specific locations, the snow is already disappearing before the melting season. Another important 

location observed in this map, on the south-western coast of Svalbard, which is marked with the dark 

blue colour represents that the snow disappears here between the days 0 to 40, which in January to early 

February. When compared to the mean day of snow onset map, at this same location, the snow first 

seems to appear very late in the year, in around December. This means the average duration of snow 

cover at this location is close to two months. This phenomenon could be a very specific to this 

location as firstly, this location is close to the coast which could mean warmer temperatures due to the 

interaction with sea. A combination of low elevation, warm temperatures and low (solid) precipitation 
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must be the drivers. It is likely a local effect, because in general precipitation amounts are higher in the 

southwest than in the northeast. But coastal sites are at low elevations which causes precipitation to be 

low, while temperatures are relatively high. That is why the snow will generally disappear earlier and 

arrive later at low elevations. This effect is even more pronounced in the west and southwest where 

temperatures are generally much higher than in the east and northeast. 

 

Figure 15. Map of day of snow disappearance on Svalbard; a 30-year mean from 1991 to 2020 

Figures 16, 17, and 18 represent the individual day of snow disappearance map from 1991 to 2020. 

Like the day of snow onset maps, they are quite helpful in determining the interannual variability in 

the time of snow disappearance on Svalbard. A general trend that can be observed in most of these 

maps is the DOY of snow disappearance is between 160 and 200 for the regions in northern, north-

eastern, and eastern Svalbard, while in the parts of western and south-western Svalbard, the DOY is 

lower and is between 60 and 120. However, there are some years where anomalous trends can be 

observed, for example from 2015 to 2019, where parts of northern Svalbard are also experiencing early 

snow disappearance. For some years (1996, 1998, 2003, 2007, 2017, 2018), some locations in central 

Svalbard are experiencing even earlier snow disappearance (mid-January to early February). 
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Figure 16. Yearly maps showing day of snow disappearance on Svalbard from 1991 to 2000. 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Yearly maps showing day of snow disappearance on Svalbard from 2001 to 2010. 
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Figure 18. Yearly maps showing day of snow disappearance on Svalbard from 2011 to 2020. 

Like the map for the relative trend of snow onset, a map for relative trend of snow disappearance has 

been generated (Figure 19). This map helps us understand the trends in disappearance of snow in the 

spring and summer seasons for a 30-year period on Svalbard. A positive trend indicates a delayed 

disappearance of snow while a negative trend indicates an earlier disappearance of snow. There are both 

positive and negative trends in snow disappearance in different regions of Svalbard. Since all of 

Svalbard experiences a positive temperature trend, there is a general negative snow disappearance date 

trend.  

In some regions in northern and north-eastern Svalbard, there is a positive trend in the range of 0 to 

1 days per year which means that in these regions, the snow disappearance is getting delayed by 0 to 

30 days in 3 decades on an average. In western and south-western coasts of Svalbard, the trend lies 

between -1.5 and -4 which means that day of snow disappearance has shifted almost 45 to 80 days 

sooner in 3 decades. This could be subjected to how the first snow free day is defined as with low 

snow amounts a small melt in winter may already cause a temporary snow-free condition in the 

middle of winter which may still be followed by longer period on snow covered conditions in winter 

and spring after. Most of the local variations of the trend are likely the result of highly variable 

precipitation trends, with positive and negative precipitation trends alternating across Svalbard. Coastal 

regions experience the most negative trends as there is very little snow, which means that the snow 

disappearance date is more influenced by increasingly frequent events of snow-free conditions early in 

the year. 
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Figure 19. Map showing relative trend of snow disappearance in different regions of Svalbard from 1991-2020 

 

Another variable derived from the CARRA data is the duration of the snow-free period on Svalbard. 

The annual maps (Figures 21, 22, 23) of snow-free duration on Svalbard from 1991 to 2020 shows 

significant variability in a 30-year period. Figure 20 shows a map of mean snow-free duration on 

Svalbard from 1991 to 2020 and variation in the duration of no-snow period can be observed in 

different regions of Svalbard. In the eastern and north-eastern parts, the snow-free duration is the least 

(less than 100 days) as these regions also experience early snow onset and late snow disappearance. In 

the western and south-western regions, the snow-free duration increases to 100 to 200 days in some 

places.  

    Figures 21, 22, and 23 represent the individual maps of snow-free duration from 1991 to 2020. 

Since these snow-free values are derived from the snow disappearance and snow onset values, these 

maps show the interannual variability in the duration of snow-free period very accurately as well. In 

the Figure 20, it is easy to observe a general variation in snow-free duration in different regions, and 

when the individual maps are observed, many years follow the similar with lower snow free duration in 

the north-eastern part and higher snow-free duration in the south-western region of Svalbard. 

However, some years show a relatively lower snow-free duration in almost all regions of Svalbard like 

1995, 2010, 2016, and 2020. 
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Figure 20. Map of snow-free duration on Svalbard; a 30-year mean from 1991 to 

2020 
 

Figure 21. Yearly maps showing day of snow-free duration on Svalbard from 1991 to 2000. 
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Figure 22. Yearly maps showing day of snow-free duration on Svalbard from 2001 to 2010. 

 

 

Figure 23. Yearly maps showing day of snow-free duration on Svalbard from 2011 to 2020. 
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Similar to the trend map for day of snow onset and day of snow disappearance, a trend map for the 

snow- free duration has been prepared (Figure 24). It can be observed that all of the Svalbard shows 

positive trends which means that the snow-free duration has been increasing from 0 to 6 days per year 

in different regions of Svalbard, in a 30-year period. In some coastal regions in central Svalbard, there 

seems to be a negative trend in the duration of snow-free days which means that snow-free time has 

been decreasing from 0 to -2 days per year. But as seen in the Figures 14 and 17, this is the same 

location where there is a negative trend in day of snow onset and a positive trend in the day of snow 

disappearance. It could be speculated that this negative trend in the snow-free duration is most likely 

locally increased precipitation since temperature has shown a homogenous increase over all of 

Svalbard in last decades. More in-depth meteorological analysis is needed to explain this in detail, 

which is left for future work. 

 

Figure 24. Map showing relative trend of snow-free duration in different regions of Svalbard from 1991-2020 

 

The fourth variable derived from the CARRA data is the maximum snow depth in different parts of 

Svalbard. A general variability in the maximum snow depth (30 year mean from 1991 to 2020) can be 

observed in Figure 25. Since glaciated parts of Svalbard cannot be analysed for snow cover by 

CARRA 
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data, this maximum snow depth map focuses just on the coastal regions and hence the maximum 

depth varies between 0 to 2 meters in these regions. In northern and north-eastern parts of Svalbard, the 

maximum snow depth varies between 0.6 to 1.2 meters while some regions in the south-eastern part 

show the maximum snow depth varying between 1 to 2 meters. In the western and south-western parts, 

the maximum snow depth is relatively lower ranging from 0 to 1 meter on an average. 

 

Figure 25. Map of maximum snow depth on Svalbard; a 30-year mean from 1991 to 

2020 

 

In Figure 26, a trend map for maximum snow depth has also been presented. It is observed that in 

most regions on Svalbard, there is a negative trend which means the maximum snow depth in regions 

have declined in a 30-year period. Some regions in northern Svalbard show a positive trend in the 

maximum snow depth which means the maximum snow depth has increased from 1991-2020. This 

could be attributed to higher precipitation and relatively lower temperatures which would aid the 

seasonal snow to stay longer and get accumulated. On the west coast, close to the centre of Svalbard, 

there also seems to be a strong positive trend of maximum snow depth. This is most likely due higher 

precipitation events caused by a local climate forcing. 
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Figure 26. Map showing relative trend of maximum snow depth in different regions of Svalbard from 1991-

2020 

6. Uncertainties 

Although the results obtained in this thesis project show that CARRA data does a satisfactory job in 

describing and analysing snow cover trends on Svalbard, there are still some uncertainties in the 

datasets and the methods used. Regarding the snow depth validation against weather station data, one 

source of uncertainty is the fact that observations recorded at a weather station are point observations, 

while the CARRA data show averages per grid cell (2.5 x 2.5 km). And snow depth may vary a lot 

over short distances, particularly in a windy environment like Svalbard (Winther et al. 2003; Van Pelt 

et al. 2014). 

Other sources of uncertainty are related to incomplete representations of the physics in 

HARMONIE, as well as limited use of observational data to assimilate in the CARRA product. Even 

though a 2.5x2.5 km resolution is much better than many other (regional) climate model products it 

still will miss local physical processes that act at finer scales, such as local wind-redistribution. That 

is a major uncertainty and may explain much of the differences between the CARRA data and the 

observed snow depths. And finally, the weather stations themselves are automatic and erroneous, 

therefore observations may not always be filtered out. 

Additionally, the snow depth comparison with Sentinel-2 data requires digitization of the Sentinel-2 
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data into snow cover maps. This would require developing and incorporating some algorithms to detect 

the cloud cover as done in a study by Vickers et al. (2021). This is something that was beyond the scope 

for this thesis project but would be required for a quantitative validation of snow cover. 

Furthermore, there is also a scope for a better and extended snow cover analysis by comparing the 

trends and patterns of snow cover to the changing weather parameters. This could also help to get a 

better sense of how sensitive snow cover will be to changing climate in the future. 

7. Conclusion 

This thesis project provided the first-order analysis of the snow cover on Svalbard from 1991 to 2020 

using the recently developed CARRA data. Preliminary validation using point data from the 

Norwegian meteorological stations (NCCS) and a visual comparison using Sentinal-2 images is done 

for the modelled snow cover data from CARRA. It was determined that, for the regions without a 

permanent glacier cover in Svalbard, the trends in day of snow onset, snow disappearance and 

duration of snow-free period can be well observed using the modelled CARRA data. Positive trend in 

late snow-onset and negative trend in early snow disappearance are seen in most of the places on 

Svalbard. Consequently, a positive trend in the duration of snow-free days in most of the regions on 

Svalbard is in agreement with the rapid warming of the Arctic. In some specific sites, a negative trend 

in the duration of snow-free period is also observed. To better understand if it is due to the local 

climate forcing, some meteorological parameters like temperature, precipitation, relative humidity, and 

wind speed needs to be factored in. 

Results from the snow depth data validation of CARRA data done using the point-based 

observations from the weather stations shows similar trends in the time series comparison (Figure 3) 

and a moderate positive correlation between the two datasets can be suggested based on the 

correlation coefficient, RMSE and bias values (Table 2). Furthermore, results from the visual 

validation done using the Sentinel-2 images show that the CARRA data does a satisfactory job in 

describing the snow-cover in the non-glaciated regions. However, since the glacier ice model is not 

included in the current version of HARMONIE- AROME, the snow depth over the glaciated regions is 

manually reset to 10m SWE every year and hence it is not possible to do a snow cover analysis over 

glaciated regions on Svalbard. A glacier ice model included in the CARRA dataset could potentially 

provide more accurate analysis of snow cover even on glaciated parts of Svalbard. This could be a 

useful data set for further exploration and analysis of snow cover on Svalbard. 
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